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NEPTUNE RUM
BARBADOS 
GOLD
Neptune Rum Barbados Gold is a 
multi-award-winning exceptional golden rum, 
lovingly distilled on the sun-kissed slopes of 
southern Barbados at the Foursquare Distillery 
and aged in American Bourbon Oak Barrels.

Made using susMade using sustainable natural ingredients 
and blended from only the finest 8, 5 and 
3-year-old rums to deliver a gloriously smooth 
drinking experience.
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TASTING NOTES

ON THE NOSE
“Neptune Rum is one of those brands that will creep up on you before 
you know it as it subtle and easy to drink. The aroma starts off softly 
then warms up with maple syrup, apricots, hints of nutmeg, allspice 
and 
ttouches of oak and vanilla that you’d normally associate with a young 
Bourbon whiskey …. but far more pleasant and appealing”.

ON THE PALETE
“This light bodied rum opens with a touch of natural sweetness 
which develops, opening up to reveal hints of apricot, bitter orange 
peel, 
chocolate,  touches of vanilla, and more of that allspice and Caribbean 
sspicy herbs which fade into a light tingle of  peppercorn and coconut 
husk”.

THE FINISH
“Like many light-bodied Barbadian rums, Neptune Barbados gold is 
medium dry with a short finish. The blend of copper pot still & 
column 
still still rums work their magic to harmoniously evaporate from your 
palate leaving touches of oak, hints of woody tannins and citrus oil in 
your mouth”.

IAN BURRELL, GLOBAL RUM AMBASSADOR



NEPTUNE RUM
CARIBBEAN
SPICED
Neptune Rum Caribbean Spiced is made using 
sustainable natural ingredients and blended 
from the finest 5, 3 and 2-year-old rums, 
selected from four Caribbean islands for their 
unique flavour profiles.

WWe then expertly infuse passion fruit, Persian 
lime with vanilla and cinnamon, giving an 
exceptional full-bodied Caribbean spiced rum.

This exceptional rum is then encased in an 
exquisitely crafted, bespoke glass bottle 
designed by a prestigious British glass 
designer.
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TASTING NOTES

ON THE NOSE
“Neptune Caribbean Spiced is a blend of Caribbean rums, spiced with 
a carnival of aromas & flavours from the tropics. The sweet smells of 
passion fruit , cinnamon, vanilla and Persian lime dominate this 
spiced rum giving it a citrusy edge”.

ON THE PALETE
“Unlike many “Unlike many spiced rums, this rum does not have sugar added, so is 
not sticky or cloying on the palate. It is light bodied with a subtle taste 
of tropical fruits such as passion fruit & lime, with a balance of vanilla, 
caramel and warm fudge”.

THE FINISH
“The end of this “The end of this spiced rum is surprisingly dry, but welcomed as the 
array  of fruit and spices blended with several Caribbean rums work 
pleasantly together. The lighter rums from Trinidad & Dominican 
Republic are complimented with fuller bodied rums from Barbados & 
Jamaica, thus create a richer finish to the spiced rum that with help 
carry its flavours in various mixed drinks & cocktails”.

IAN BURRELL, GLOBAL RUM AMBASSADOR


